A winglet is a device used to improve the efficiency of aircraft by lowering the lift induced drag caused by wingtip vortices. It is a vertical or angled extension at the tips of each wing. Winglets improve efficiency by diffusing the shed wingtip vortex, which in turn reduces the drag due to lift and improves the wing's lift over drag ratio, Winglets increase the effective aspect ratio of a wing without adding greatly to the structural stress and hence necessary weight of its structure. In this research, a numerical validation procedure (by FLUENT ®, computational fluid dynamics software with The SpalartAllmaras turbulence model) is described for determination and estimation aerodynamic characteristics of three dimension subsonic rectangular wing (with NACA653218airfoil cross section). It was observed that at the present work a good agreement between the numerical study and the experimental work. This paper describes a CFD 3-dimensional winglets analysis that was performed on a Cessna wing of NACA2412 cross sectional airfoil. The wing has span 13. 
INTRODUCTION
The winglet, which is airfoil operating just like a sailboat tacking upwind. The winglet Produce a forward thrust inside the circulation field of the vortices and reduce their strength. Weaker vortices mean less drag at the wingtips and lift is restored. Improved wing efficiency translates to more payloads, reduced fuel consumption, and a longer cruising range that can allow an air carrier to expand routes and destinations. Winglets application is one of the most noticeable fuel economic technologies on aircraft [1] , [2] and [3] . Most of the commercial long range aircraft has installed winglet to decrease the induce drag to save more fuel [4] , [5] , [6] and [7] , this feature can be also found on the bird. Bird use its feather at wingtip as "multiple winglet" [8] and [9] , which can be seen Figure 1 . Each feather has different angle respect to the wing, and they are passively adapted to the different flight conditions, which is different from the fixed angle winglet in the conventional aircraft.
From [10] , parabolic shaped configuration winglets at cant angles 45 and 55 degrees are analyzed on rectangular NACA 2412 airfoil sections using CFD analysis at Reynolds number 200000 and 400000 to compare aerodynamic characteristics. It is found that the L/D ratio increases by 13.447 and the coefficient of lift (CL) increases by 1.958%. A maximum reduction in coefficient of drag (CD) is by 10.125% and thereby reducing fuel consumption of the aircraft. CFD 3-dimensional winglets analysis was described on a rectangular wing of NACA653218 airfoil section, [11] .
The wing dimensions are a span of 660 mm (b) and a chord of 121 mm (c) and is analyzed for two shape configurations, semicircle and elliptical. This paper presented elliptical winglet with cant angle of 45 degree that has the highest lift-to-drag ratio by about 17.62% from wing without winglet. The aerodynamic characteristic are described in the aircraft wing model with and without bird feather like winglet, [8] . The experimental result shows 25-30 % reductions in drag coefficient and 10-20 % increase in lift coefficient by using bird feather like winglet for angle of attack of 8 degree. Numerical investigation of five configurations of winglets is described and preliminary indications of their aerodynamic performance are provided, [12] . Moreover, using advanced multi-objective design optimization software an optimal one-parameter winglet configuration was determined that simultaneously minimizes drag, maximizes lift, improved lift-to-drag ratio (the maximum value increased by up to a 15%), significantly increased range, improved take-off and landing performance, reduced engine emissions, shortened climbing time, reduced turbulence behind the aircraft and reduced the time gap between the landings.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The air flow is modelled as 3-D compressible viscous flow. Thus the governing equations are the continuity equation together with x-y and z-Navier-Stokes equations for a compressible flow. Turbulence is modelled by the Spalart-Allmaras model. The complete system of equations is presented here in differential form, (FLUENT® documentation [13] and [14] ). The governing equations in this model are:
A. Continuity equation in vector form: ( )
VALIDATION CODE PROCEDURES
The computational steps in this project consist of three stages. The project began from pre-processing stage of geometry setup and grid generation. The geometry of the model and the grid was generated by GAMBIT. 
Geometry and Grids
First draw rectangular wing with NACA 653218 airfoil by using Gambit. The wing has a chord length of 121 mm and a semi-span of 330 mm. In order to obtain accurate lift, drag, and pitching moment on wing, grids near the wing volume must be dense enough and computed fields must be large enough to satisfy far field boundary conditions. 3D Unstructured tetrahedral mesh is used for complex shape of winglet.
In present work multi-block unstructured grid is used to increase grids near wing volume by creating blocks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, as shown in Figure 2 .
The numerical model of a rectangular wing with NACA653218 airfoil section with boundary condition is illustrated in Figure 3 .
The mesh is generated using GAMBIT® 2.3.16 as a pre-processor and mesh generator. It is very crucial that the grid size be as small as possible at boundaries (at the wing walls [block 1]). However, it is also important that the grid volumes be as large as possible to reduce the solution time and allocated memory [blocks 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], as shown in Figure 4 .
Grid dependency check
The first step in performing a CFD simulation should be to investigate the effect of the mesh size on the solution results. Generally, a numerical solution becomes more accurate as more cells are used, but using additional cells also increases the required computer memory and computational time. To examine the independency of the results to cell number, seven kinds of mesh are generated. The results of these seven meshes are shown in Fig. 5 , Lift coefficient with number of grid cell at angle of attack (12°).
In order to save time when running the computations, the grid with the smallest number of cells displaying an independent solution would be used for the calculations. This is seen to be the case for a grid with around 1500000 cells. The Rectangular wing with NACA653218airfoil section model was used to verify the work done by [15] , [8] and [11] . Compare the results of the numerical model by SpalartAllmaras model to those of the experimental and numerical models. Figure 6 shows the lift coefficient (CL) with angle of attack from 0 degree to angle of attack 12 degree of numerical and experimental studies, plotted on the same axes and scale for comparison. For comparison, it is found maximum error by Spalart-Allmaras model is about 20%. The results show good agreement of lift, as shown in Fig.6 , and drag coefficient with the corresponding values in the experimental and numerical models.
It is selected Cessna Citation Mustang aircraft. The Cessna Citation Mustang is a low-wing aircraft with retractable tricycle landing gear and a T-tail. Two Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC) PW615F turbofan engines are pylon-mounted on the rear fuselage.
Effect of winglet with cant and sweep angles
The Cessna citation mustang wing has a span of 13.16 m, a root chord of 1.857 m, a tip chord of 0.928 m, a sweep angle of 11 degree and a taper ratio of 0.5, as shown in Fig.7 .
The setup for analysis consists of three cases: a simple Cessna swept back wing, no winglets, the same wing with winglet at Cant angle (θ) and Sweep angle (γ). The selected geometry of the winglet is taken as the generalized a Cant-and a Sweepangle (WCSA) (also called wing with winglet Cant-sweep angle) type. From Table 1 and Fig.8 , the Cant angle (θ) is varied of 0°, 30° and 45° and the sweep angle (γ) is varied of 0°, 20° and 40°. The wing has a chord length of 1.857 m with NACA2412airfoil is extruding by 5.7 m. The wing taper ratio is 0.5 and leading edge sweep back angle 11 degree to create wing volume. The winglets have the same aerofoil of wing and length 20% of semi span with sharp edge connection with wingtip, see in Fig. 8 . These nine cases all have the same initial conditions. Since wingtip vortices are more prevalent at take-off conditions for low speed and high lift conditions, the wings will be run at a Mach number of 0.2 at sea level. The pressure and temperature of air at this height are 101.325 kpa and 288.2 K respectively. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It is studied the wing without and with winglet. Parametric study is performed on winglet by changing the Cant angle (θ) and the Sweep angle (γ). From CFD model we determine lift, drag, pressure contours and pathlines around wing at all AOA.
Lift Coefficient, CL Analysis
At the end of the analysis of many cases for different winglet angles, it can conclude that the case of the highest lift coefficient is WCSA-00-00. The coefficient of lift versus angle of attack for Wing with winglet at cant angle 0, 30, 45 degrees and sweep angle 0 degrees, studied in the present investigation are shown in Fig. 9 at a Mach number of 0.2. In Table 2 and Figure 9 are observed lift increases with increases in angle of attack. Wings with winglets have higher lift coefficient, CL than wing without winglet about 5% to 12% with angle of attack. The WCSA-00-00 has highest lift coefficient Improvements at AOA 0 and 4 degree. WCSA-30-00 and WCSA-45-00 Lift coefficient at AOA 8 and 12 degree are higher than other wings. 
Drag Coefficient, CD Analysis
At the end of the analysis of many cases for different winglet angles, it can conclude that the case of the lowest lift coefficient is WCSA-45-40. The coefficient of Drag versus angle of attack of the wing with winglet at a sweep 0, 20 and 40 degree of constant cant angle 45 degree, studied in the present investigation are shown in Fig.  10 at a Mach number of 0.2. From the figure, it is observed that the drag increases with increase in angle of attack. From Table 3 shows by increasing sweep angle, drag coefficient, CD is decreasing. The WCSA-45-40 has lower drag coefficient, CD than wing without winglet by about 21% to 23% with angle of attack. The WCSA-45-20 has the second lower drag coefficient, CD than wing without winglet by about 11% to 14% with angle of attack. The WCSA-45-00 gives the third lowest drag coefficient, CD than wing without winglet by about 1.5% to 3.5% with angle of attack. 
Lift-To-Drag Ratio, CL/CD Analysis
At the end of the analysis of many cases for different winglet angles, we can conclude that the case of the highest lift coefficient is WCSA-45-40. The lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD for wing with winglet at sweep 0, 20 and 40 degrees at constant cant angle 45 degree, studied in the present investigation are shown in Fig. 11 at a Mach number of 0.2. The optimal AOA is 4 degree and the maximum CL/CD is WCSA-45-40 at the optimal angle of attack. Table 4 shows that the wings with winglets have higher lift-to-drag ratio than wing without winglet. The WCSA-45-40 has the highest lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD by about 10.5 to 13% along the angle of attack more than wing without winglet. This is followed by WCSA-45-20 which is the second highest lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD by about 8.7 to 11.5 % along angle of attack more than the MP Proceedings of the 17 th Int. AMME Conference, 19-21 April, 2016 wing without winglet. The WCSA-45-00 gives the third lowest lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD about 8.5 to 10 % with angle of attack more than wing without winglet. Static Pressure Contours Figure 12 shows upper surface static pressure contours for Wing with winglet at cant angle 0, 30, 45 degree and sweep angle 0 degree. At angle of attack 0 degree, the upper surface will create a lower static pressure. The losses in pressure due to connection between wing and winglet decrease with increase cant angle and the pressure is more uniform, that's decreasing drag. At angle of attack 12 degree, the high intensity blue area located on the upper surface decrease but lift is still capable of generating, but most of the total force is directed backward as drag. For all angle of attack, it shows the low-pressure region on the middle of wing, but at the tip of the wing, the minimum pressure is greater than the minimum pressure at the root. The lower pressure decreases from root to tip of wing then pressure increases along winglet to reach the atmosphere pressure, that's reducing vortices at wing tip. Figure 13 shows lower surface static pressure contours for Wing with winglet at cant angle 0, 30, 45 degree and sweep angle 0 degree. When the angle of attack increases, the lower surface will create a higher static pressure. The high intensity red area located on the lower surface suggests high lift is generated at high angle of attack, α. For all angle of attack, it shows the high-pressure region is on the middle of wing, at the tip of the wing; the high pressure is lower than the high pressure at the root. The higher pressure decreases from root to tip and along winglet to reach the atmosphere pressure.
Pathlines
The difference pressure between upper and lower surfaces of wing makes the vortex. When angle of attack is increasing, the difference in pressure is increasing then the vortex and the drag of wing is increasing. The wing alone presents only one large vortex at the wingtip as expected. The rotation sense is easily deductible from pathlines. From it, one can realize that effectively fluid has a wide trend to go from lower to upper surface. Figure 14 represents the pathlines view of flow over the studied wing without winglet at Mach number of 0.2 and angle of attack of 12 degree. These pathlines are focused at the wingtip where trailing vortices occurs. The trailing vortices occur greatly at maximum angle of attack when an airplane takes off. 
